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Preface 

This report has been produced for Llywodraeth Cymru / the Welsh Government. It documents the 
implementation of travel demand models for the South East Wales transport model.  

While the primary audience for the document is the Welsh Government, it may be of wider interest for 
transport researchers and transport planners involved in transport demand forecasting and strategic 
planning. 

RAND Europe is an independent not-for-profit policy research organisation that serves the public interest 
by improving policy-making and informing public debate. Our clients are European governments, 
institutions and companies with a need for rigorous, impartial, multidisciplinary analysis. This report has 
been peer-reviewed in accordance with RAND’s quality assurance standards (see 
http://www.rand.org/about/standards/) and therefore may be represented as a RAND Europe product. 

Two other related reports have been produced to document the work to develop and implement demand 
models for the South East Wales transport model. The first documents the development of models travel 
frequency models, and the second the development of models of simultaneous mode-destination choice. 
The work to implement these two sets of models is covered by this report. 

For more information about RAND Europe or this document, please contact:  

 

James Fox 

RAND Europe 

Westbrook Centre 

Milton Road 

Cambridge CB4 1YG 

United Kingdom 

Tel. +44 (1223) 353 329 

jfox@rand.org 

 

http://www.rand.org/about/standards/
mailto:jfox@rand.org
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1. Introduction 

This report documents the implementation of the demand models that form part of the South East Wales 
Transport Model (SEWTM). The model implementation structure and the mode-destination choice 
model parameters have been transferred from the strategic model developed for the West Midlands 

region, PRISM1 West Midlands.  

The SEWTM travel demand forecasting system comprises three principal components that are either 
identical or closely related in structure to those used in the PRISM West Midlands model: 

1. The Population Model contains the prototypical sampling procedure and the car ownership 
models. This component produces detailed projections of the future South East Wales 
population, which are not influenced by accessibility. The projections are made for all 964 zones 
in the fully modelled area, i.e. both the area of detailed modelling and the rest of the fully 
modelled area. 

2. The Travel Demand Models apply the frequency, mode, destination, PT access mode and 
station choice, and time period choice models. In summary, these components predict the future 
travel choices of the South East Wales population resident in the fully modelled area projected by 
the Population Model. 

3. Final Processing converts the predicted trip matrices for fully modelled origin zones for each 
purpose, mode and time period into the more aggregate segmentations represented in the 
highway and public transport assignments, and then applies a pivoting procedure to predict 
changes in demand relative to the base matrices. 

SEWTM demand model implementation uses the PRISM West Midlands mode-destination model 
segmentations – in other words the mode-destination segmentations have been transferred directly from 
PRISM West Midlands – but also uses bespoke frequency segmentations. The model segmentations are 
documented in Chapter 2 and full definitions are provided in Appendix A. 

The relationship between the three components of the demand model implementation is summarised in 
the grey box in Figure 1. The Population and Travel Demand Models are described in Chapters 3 and 4 
respectively. The Final Processing step is summarised in Appendix A. 

In addition to these three principal components, two specific modifications have been made to the Travel 
Demand Models for South East Wales: 

                                                      

1 PRISM stands for Policy Responsive Integrated Strategy Model. 
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I. Car ownership growth forecasts have been taken from TEMPRO v7.2 and applied to car 
ownership levels observed in South East Wales. 

II. Parameters to predict demand for new and enhanced public transport modes have been 
transferred from the South East Wales stated preference models that have been developed by 
Mott MacDonald. 

The work to incorporate forecasts of car ownership and demand for new and enhanced public transport 
modes is described in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively. 
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Figure 1. Demand model implementation structure 
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2. Segmentation 

The implemented frequency and mode-destination models have been developed using the same purpose 
definitions as the PRISM West Midlands model implementation. This means a relatively detailed 
treatment of both home-based (HB) and non-home-based (NHB) travel, and with detailed socio-
economic segmentations represented in the models so that they capture individual variations in traveller 
behaviour across a range of person and household-level characteristics.  

2.1. Travel purposes 

Eight HB purposes are modelled: 

1. Commuting 
2. Home–business 
3. Home–primary education 
4. Home–secondary education 
5. Home–tertiary education 
6. Home–shopping 
7. Home–serve passenger2 
8. Home–other travel. 

For NHB travel, six purposes are modelled: 

1. Primary destination-based work–work tours 
2. Primary destination-based work–other tours 
3. Primary destination-based other–other tours 
4. Work–work detours 
5. Work–other detours 
6. Other–other detours. 

In the NHB purpose definitions, the work-related location defined as the primary destination (PD) can 
be either the individual’s main workplace where it forms part of a commute tour, or a business location 
where it forms part of a home–business tour. The secondary destination (SD) locations for work must 
always be business locations and so the distinction between work and other SDs ensures that the 

                                                      
2 Termed ‘home–escort’ in previous PRISM reports. 
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differences in VOT between business and other travel are properly represented in the treatment of NHB 
travel. 

2.2. Mode-destination segmentations 

Historically, in the context of rising car ownership levels, our experience has been that the changes in the 
distribution of the population over car availability segments over time has had the greatest impact on 
changes in predicted mode choice. Furthermore, if incomes grow differently across different areas of the 
model study area it is important to capture the relationship between income and car ownership growth at 
a spatially disaggregate level.  

The PRISM car availability segmentations combine information on household-level car ownership with 
person and household-level licence holding to specify car availability segmentations that both govern the 
availability of the car driver mode and strongly influence the utility, or negative generalised cost, of the car 
driver and car passenger alternatives. 

Car driver is only available to an individual if they hold a driving licence3 and they live in a household 
with at least one car. The car driver alternative is more likely to be chosen in households with free car use, 
that is households where the number of licence holders is less than or greater to the number of household 
cars. Conversely, car driver is less likely to be chosen in households with car competition whereby the 
number of licence holders exceeds the number of household cars (i.e. it is not possible for all licence 
holders in the household to drive a household car at the same time). 

For car passenger, no fixed availability constraint has been applied because individuals were observed in 
the local household interview data to travel as passengers in cars owned by other households or by 
organisations (e.g. company-owned cars). However, individuals are much more likely to travel as a car 
passenger in car-owning households where at least one other individual owns a licence and this effect is 
explicitly captured in the mode-destination models. 

The approach used to ensure the linkage between income and car ownership growth is captured at an 
appropriately disaggregate spatial level is discussed in Section 3.2.3. 

In addition to car availability, a number of other socio-economic segmentations are presented in the 
models. In the majority of cases, these segmentations are used so that the models capture differences in 
modal preference across different socio-economic groups, but in some cases the segmentations are used to 
represent differences in mean trip lengths between different groups. 

The other socio-economic segmentations represented in the HB models are: 

 Adult status, distinguishing between full- and part-time working and in some cases the self- 
employed and other groups; in most cases these capture differences in modal preferences but in 
the case of the commute model there is also a term that reflects shorter tour lengths by part-time 
workers relative to full-time workers. 

 Gender differences in mode choice, in particular for car passenger and cycle modes. 

                                                      
3 Note that ‘driving licence’ in this context does not include licences that are only valid for motorcycles. 
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 Household income, impacting on sensitivity to monetary costs as well as preferences for train. 
 Pass ownership, represented as whether the individual has to pay a per-journey cash fare or 

instead uses some type of public transport pass. 
 Number of children in the household, impacting on use of walk in the serve passenger model. 
 Overall household size, interacting with car availability in the shopping and other travel models. 

Table 1 summarises the segmentations that are used for each model purpose. 

Table 1. Mode-destination segmentations for home-based PRISM models 

Purpose 

C
ar
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commute        

business        

primary education        

secondary education        

tertiary education        

shopping        

serve passenger        

other travel        

 

The NHB segmentations are summarised in Table 2. Note that for some travel purposes terms are 
specified conditional on the mode used for the associated HB tour. 
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Table 2. Mode-destination segmentations for non-home-based PRISM models 

Purpose 
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H
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work–work tours     

work–other tours     

other–other tours     

work–work detours     

work–other detours     

other–other detours     

2.3. Frequency segmentations 

The frequency models are applied separately for each mode-destination segment. This allows some of the 
parameters in the frequency models to be defined from the mode-destination segments. For example, in 
the commute frequency model there is a car competition term that can be directly implemented by the 
mode-destination segmentation and so no additional frequency segments are required for car availability; 
however, there is also an age term applied for over 60s that is not in the mode-destination segmentations 
and therefore an additional age segmentation is required.  

Thus the frequency segments are those additional segments relative to the mode-destination model that are 
required in order for all of the segmentations contained in the frequency models to be fully implemented. 

For the HB models, substantially fewer calculations are required to apply the frequency models compared 
to the mode-destination models, principally because for a given origin zone there is no need to loop over 
destination zones in the frequency model. As a result, more segmentation can be afforded compared to the 
mode-destination models. 

For the NHB purposes, the situation is different. To ensure a direct linkage between forecasts of HB and 
NHB travel, the NHB models are applied conditional on the number of HB tour arrivals in each HB 
destination zone. This means that the frequency model segments have to lie within the HB mode-
destination segmentations and as such no additional frequency segments are used for the six NHB travel 
purposes. 

Table 3 summarises the eight HB frequency segmentations.  
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Table 3. Frequency segmentations for home-based PRISM models 

Purpose 
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other travel        
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3. The Population Model 

The Population Model is made up of three linked modules: 

 Prototypical sampling, a process where a ‘prototypical sample’ of person and household records 
representative of the study area is expanded to meet zonal targets defined for each model zone – 
this process is explained in more detail below. 

 Car ownership, where the car ownership probabilities for each household in the prototypical 
sample are calculated. 

 Accumulate zonal segments, where the outputs from the prototypical sampling procedure and the 
car ownership model are combined and the forecast population is accumulated over the socio-
economic segmentations represented in the travel demand models. 

The linkage between these three modules is illustrated in Figure 2. The predictions of the Population 
Model do not depend on accessibility. Therefore the model only needs to be run once for a given future 
scenario. 

The Population Model is run in order to generate forecasts of the numbers of individuals by segment 
required to feed into the HB travel demand models. Forecasts are not generated for the six NHB 
purposes, as these models are applied as a function of the predicted HB tours by segment.  
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Figure 2. The Population Model structure 

 

 

The remaining sections in this chapter document the prototypical sampling, car ownership and 
accumulate zonal segment modules in turn. 
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3.1. Prototypical sampling 

3.1.1. Mathematical formulation 
The prototypical sampling procedure expands the prototypical sample to best match population targets 
defined for each of the 1,001 zones in the fully modelled area. The expansion is undertaken using a 
quadratic minimisation that is applied for separately by zone: 

For each zone, minimise the function F() where: 

     2 2

t t c tc c ct c c
F w y x f            (3.1) 

subject to the constraint 0i    for all categories c 

where c gives the frequency in the population of household category c 

fc gives the base frequency in the same units of household category c 

wt gives the weight attached to meeting target t 

yt is the target variable for the zone (the zonal target) 

xtc is the average quantity of target variable for a household of category c 

It can be seen that Equation (3.1) is the sum of two components: 

     
Targets Proto

F F F           (3.2) 

   2t t c tcTargets t c
F w y x          (3.3) 

   2c cProto c
F f           (3.4) 

where:  
Targets

F  measures the fit to the zonal targets 

 
Proto

F  measures the deviation from the prototypical sample. 

The software that implements this quadratic minimisation function is named QUAD. This is a 
FORTRAN executable provided to SEWTM without any need for the Welsh Government to acquire 
software licences. 

It is emphasised that the second term in F() seeks to minimise the difference between the zonal 
expansion and the base distribution over household categories. If there are fundamental differences 
between the distributions of observations in the base prototypical sample and the distribution implied by 
the target variables then the zonal targets will never be achieved exactly. Rather the objective function 
achieves a balance between meeting the zonal targets and retaining the characteristics of the base sample. 

In PRISM West Midlands, the local household interview (HI) data used for model estimation was used to 
form the prototypical sample. This has the advantage that it ensures that all of the variables used in the 
estimated demand models can be specified in the prototypical sample. It is also important that the 
prototypical sample be representative of the distribution of household types across the study area, and 
given that the Personalised Travel Planning (PTP) data was only collected in specific spatial areas judged 
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to be suitable for realising a mode shift to active modes, it was not thought to be suitable for use as a 
prototypical sample. Instead, a sample of South East Wales National Travel Survey (NTS) data has been 
used to form the prototypical sample. 

3.1.2. The prototypical sample 
The prototypical sample has been formed from household and person records collected in the 2007–2012 
NTS data. Data were pooled across these six years to ensure a sufficient sample of households (1,421) 
across 40 different household categories. These 40 categories are defined from considering combinations 
of four different variables: 

 Number of adults in the household (1, 2, 3, 4+) 

 Number of workers in the household (<40, 40–64, 65+) 

 Age of the head of the household (yes/no) 

 Presence of children (yes/no). 

The prototypical sample contains sufficient person and household information to define all of the socio-
economic segmentations represented in the travel demand models defined in Chapter 2, as well as 
information about the characteristics of the household that is required to specify the re-weighting 
procedure used in the prototypical sampling, and to implement the car ownership model. 

Table 4 summarises the sample of NTS households across the different possible household categories. In 
each cell, the first number is the household category (CAT) reference number and the second is the count 
of the NTS prototypical sample households that fall in that cell value. For example, a household with one 
working adult who is aged under forty and has no children is labelled CAT number 2; a total of 41 
households in the prototypical sample fall into segment CAT number 2. 
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Table 4. Base sample household category distribution 

Adults Age head Children? 
Workers Total 

households 0 1+, 0 or 1 2+ or 2 3+ 

1 < 40 No 1: 21 2: 41     62 
Yes 3: 39 4: 28     67 

40–64 No 5: 66 6: 68     134 
Yes 7: 10 8: 6     16 

65+; Either 9: 185 10: 9     194 
2 < 40 No 11: 8 12: 11 13: 53   72 

Yes 14: 19 15: 37 16: 84   140 
40–64 No 17: 57 18: 79 19: 87   223 

Yes 20: 11 21: 25 22: 75   111 
65+ Either 23: 154 24: 27     181 

3+ < 40 Either 25: 9       9 
No   26: 7 27: 6 28: 5 18 
Yes   29: 9 30: 5 31: 12 26 

40–64 No 32: 8 33: 12 34: 30 35: 34 84 
Yes 36: 6 37: 6 38: 20 39: 43 75 

65+ Either 40: 9       9 

Total households  602  365  360  94 1,421 

Note that for the workers ‘1+, 0 or 1’ column, the number of workers varies according to other household segments. 

 

Some household categories are never observed, for example single adult households with 3+ workers. In 
other cases, low frequency combinations are merged with an adjacent category; for example there are only 
nine households with 3+ adults with a household head aged under 40 and zero workers, so these 
households are merged irrespective of the presence of children. 

When the 1,200 household records in the PTP data were cross-tabulated across the same 40 household 
categories, nine cells were observed with fewer than five households and three cells were observed with no 
household records at all. This provides evidence that the NTS household sample provides a more 
comprehensive representation of the full distribution of household types across South East Wales. 

3.1.3. Zonal targets 
Zonal targets for the 2015 base year were assembled by Mott MacDonald from a range of different 
sources. Data were supplied by David Symmonds Consultancy (DSC), who have derived a household 
database for the South East Wales region. This information was assembled by Mott MacDonald who also 
used 2011 Census data to determine distributions across targets which were then adjusted to match 2015 
marginal totals. 

The 14 zonal targets are defined in Table 5 along with information on the definition and source of data. 
These targets are required for all future scenario tests. 
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Table 5. Zonal target variable definitions and sources 

Number Name Definition Source 

1 males males Census data and DSC database 

2 females females Census data and DSC database 

3 0–19 population aged 0–19 Census data and DSC database 

4 20–44 population aged 20–44 Census data and DSC database 

5 45–64 population aged 45–64 Census data and DSC database 

6 65+ population aged 65+ Census data and DSC database 

7 full-time workers full-time employees aged 16–74+, self-
employed people aged 16–74 

Census data and DSC database 

8 part-time workers part-time employees aged 16–74 only Census data and DSC database 

9 single person 
households 

one-person pensioner households plus 

one-person other households 
DSC database 

10 lone parent 
households 

lone parent households with both 
dependent and non-dependent children 

DSC database 

11 
couple households 
without children 

both married couples and cohabiting 
couples DSC database 

12 
couple households 

with children 

married and cohabiting couple 
households with dependent and/or non-

dependent children 
DSC database 

13 other households one-family households which are all 
pensioner, all other family types4 DSC database 

14 total income 
mean household income times number of 

households / 100,0005 DSC database 

 

Table 6 to Table 8 compare the distributions of the base (NTS) sample and the 2015 zonal targets across 
the different target variables.  

Table 6. Base sample and zonal target comparison across age band targets 

Age band Prototypical sample Base year zonal targets 

0–19 651 20.4% 387,919 23.5% 

20–44 1,074 33.7% 541,236 32.7% 

45–64 875 27.4% 426,617 25.8% 

65+ 591 18.5% 296,885 18.0% 

Total persons 3,191 100.0% 1,652,657 100.0% 

                                                      
4 Other households with dependent children, other households which are all student households, other households 
which are all pensioner households, ‘other’ other households. 
5 In PRISM v1.5, incomes were divided by 10,000 rather than 100,000. The weighting was revised downwards to 
improve the performance of the prototypical sampling procedure. 
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Overall the age distributions match well but the base sample does under-represent children and young 
adults (specifically persons aged 0–19) relative to the base target distribution. 

Table 7. Base sample and zonal target comparison across worker and student targets 

Status Prototypical sample Base year zonal targets 

full-time worker 946 29.6% 448,773 27.2% 

part-time worker 322 10.1% 199,147 12.1% 

self-employed 135 4.2% 83,273 5.0% 

other 1,788 56.0% 921,474 55.8% 

Total persons 3,191 100.0% 1,652,667 100.0% 

 

Overall the prototypical and target distributions match well across the status categories, but there are 
differences between the two distributions in the balance between full-time and part-time working, with a 
higher fraction of part-time workers in the zonal target distributions. 

Table 8. Base sample and zonal target comparison across household type targets 

Household type Prototypical sample Base year zonal targets 

single person HH 390 27.4% 217,717 30.9% 

lone parent HH 73 5.1% 48,939 6.9% 

two or more adults 
with children 

651 45.8% 286,386 40.6% 

two or more adults 
without children 

307 21.6% 151,605 21.5% 

Total households 1,421 100.0% 704,647 100.0% 

 

There is a reasonable match for the household target distributions. 

Overall the prototypical sample and base year zonal targets were judged to be sufficiently close that it was 
reasonable to apply the QUAD process to the 2007–2012 NTS data. 

3.1.4. Base year calibration and validation 
The QUAD process has been calibrated by making a series of runs for the 2015 base year and then 
adjusting the target weights to give an appropriate balance between the fit to the base year targets and the 
objective of minimising the deviation from the base sample distribution. 

Three performance measures have been used for the base year calibration. The first two measures, OF1 
and OF2, are based in the QUAD objective function and assess how well QUAD matches the 14 zonal 
targets and minimises the deviation from the base prototypical sample. The third measure, TargetDev, is 
used to assess for the impact of large deviations for specific individual targets. 

These three measures are defined using the same nomenclature as Equations (3.1) to (3.4) above: 
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where: QF1 is the RMS measure across zones for the fit to the target variables 

QF2 is the RMS measure across zones for the fit to the household categories 

TargetDev is an RMS measure of target deviation 

 w is the weight applied to target t 

 ytz is the target value for zone z (from Census data) 

 φcz is the predicted frequency in the population for household category c in zone z 

xct is the average quantity of target variable for a household of category c 

 fc is the base frequency of household category c 

 T is the total number of target variables (14) 

 C is the total number of household categories (40) 

Z is the total number of zones (1001). 

Table 9 summarises the five QUAD runs that were made to determine the appropriate set of weights to 
be used for both base and future QUAD runs in the prototypical sample. The objective in the runs was to 
minimise the values of the three performance measures given in Table 9: OF1, OF2 and TargetDev. 

Table 9. Base year QUAD runs to determine appropriate target weights 

Run Previous Run OF1 OF2 TargetDev 

1   all weights 1 0.019 0.010 10.6% 
2 1 lone parent households w=10 0.020 0.010 7.3% 
3 2 part time workers w=5 0.021 0.010 6.6% 
4 1 all household targets w=10 0.023 0.010 7.6% 
5 4 all worker targets w=5 0.026 0.012 6.0% 

 

To arrive at the final set of weights used for the base year, run 5, a moderately worse fit in terms of the 
overall objective function (OF1 and OF2) has been accepted to realise a significant improvement in fit to 
individual targets (TargetDev) relative to run 1, where all targets received equal weight. 
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3.2. Forecasting car ownership 

3.2.1. Observed South East Wales car ownership levels 
Table 10 tabulates the car ownership levels observed in the South East Wales PTP data. 

Table 10. Observed car ownership in the PTP data 

Number of cars Households Percentage 

0 307 17.7 

1 811 46.6 

2 503 28.9 

3 94 5.4 

4 21 1.2 

6 1 0.1 

7 2 0.1 

Total 1,739 100.0 

 

Under one-fifth of households do not own cars. Representing this car ownership segment is important 
when predicting mode choice responses because the car driver alternative is unavailable for individuals 
from these households. 

Three-quarters of households sampled own one or two cars, and accurately representing these two 
proportions is important because multiple adult households with two cars have higher levels of car 
availability than multiple adult households with one car and therefore make more trips by car. The 
fraction of households who own three or more cars is low at just 6.8 per cent. 

While the PTP data collect information on car ownership levels in 2011 and 2013 that could be used to 
represent 2015 base conditions, the data did not record household incomes, which studies have found to 
be a key explanatory variable when forecasting household car ownership (de Jong et al. 2004). Therefore 
the PTP data were not suitable for use in developing a local car ownership model and the National Car 
Ownership Model (NATCOP) was used instead. By contrast, in PRISM the local household interview 
data did collect incomes enabling the estimation and application of a local car ownership model. 

3.2.2. The NATCOP model 

The NATCOP model was recently updated by RAND Europe (Fox et al. 2016), who were working in 
partnership with Atkins to update the National Trip End Model (NTEM) and update the related 
TEMPRO software. The updated version of the NTEM software is TEMPRO v7.2.  

The updated and enhanced NATCOP model forecasts changes in car ownership relative to the levels 
observed in the 2011 Census. Changes relative to the 2011 ownership levels are predicted as a function of: 

 Household income 
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 Eight household types 
 Six area types  
 Company car ownership 
 Licence holding 
 Purchase and running costs. 

3.2.3. Forecasting car ownership 
Car ownership has been forecast in the South East Wales transport model by applying the underlying 
NATCOP model to the individual household records in the prototypical household sample. For each 
zone in the fully modelled area, the NATCOP model is applied to each of the households in the 
prototypical sample. To deal with spatial variation in incomes between model zones an adjustment is 
applied so that the mean income across all households in the prototypical sample matches the target 
income value from that zone. The following equations detail the adjustment that is applied: 

 
,
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h zh

H TargetInc
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       (3.8) 

*
, ,h z z h zHHinc IncFact HHinc        (3.9) 

where: zIncFact is the adjustment factor for zone z 

zTargetInc is the target mean income value for zone z 

 H is the total number of households in the prototypical sample 

hHHinc is the (unadjusted) household income for household h 

,h zHHinc is household income for household h adjusted in line with the target income for zone z 

3.3. Zone segment files 

Zone segment files are calculated by combining the prototypical sample expansion factors and the 
predictions of the car ownership model, and then for each zone in the fully modelled area accumulating 
the population across the mode-destination and additional frequency segmentations detailed in Chapter 
2. 

The zone segment files are created by a FORTRAN application named simply ZoneSeg. Separate zonal 
segment files are created for each of the eight HB model purposes and specify the population by origin 
zone and segment. The zone segment files are summarised in Table 11. 
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Table 11. Zone segment files for home-based travel purposes 

File name Purpose Population included 

COM_FREQ.DAT commuting adults (17+) who are workers or students 

BUS_FREQ.DAT business adults (17+) who are workers or students  

PRIM_FREQ.DAT primary education all persons aged 5–11 

SEC_FREQ.DAT secondary education all persons aged 12–16 

TER_FREQ.DAT tertiary education all adults aged 17+ 

SHOP_FREQ.DAT shopping all persons aged 5+ 

ESC_FREQ.DAT serve passenger all adults aged 17+ 

OTH_FREQ.DAT other travel all persons aged 5+ 

 

To validate the segment distributions predicted by the Population Model module, the base year 
distribution across segments has been validated against the 2007–2012 NTS data used to form the 
prototypical sample. 

The validation has been undertaken separately by each of the eight HB purposes because each uses a 
bespoke segmentation; the full set of validation results are presented in Appendix C. 

Overall the data presented in Appendix C demonstrate a good validation of the 2015 Population Model 
predictions against the population segment distributions observed in the 2007–2012 NTS data. This 
result is expected because the Population Model uses the 2007–2012 NTS data to form the prototypical 
sample that has been expanded to match the target variables specified for each model zone. There are 
some segments where the difference between the predicted and observed populations exceed ±5 per cent. 
These are summarised in Table 12. 
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Table 12. Population Model validation, segments with differences in excess of ±5 per cent 

Purpose Segment Discussion 

commute and 
employer’s business 

licence, 2+ cars, 
free car use 

lower in 2015 predictions relative 
to 2007–12 NTS sample 

primary education 

no cars 
2+ cars higher, and 0 and 1 cars lower, in 2015 

predictions relative to 2007–12 NTS sample 
1 car 

2+ cars 

secondary education 

no cars 
2+ cars higher, and 0 and 1 cars lower, in 2015 

predictions relative to 2007–12 NTS sample 1 car 

2+ cars  

tertiary education 
no cars in household lower in 2015 predictions than in 2007–12 NTS sample 

no licence, 1+ cars lower in 2015 predictions than in 2007–12 NTS sample 

shopping 

no cars in household lower in 2015 predictions than in 2007–12 NTS sample 

no licence, 1+ cars, free car 
use, 2 pers. household higher in 2015 predictions than in 2007–12 NTS sample 

no licence., 1+ cars, free car 
use, 3+ pers. household 

higher in 2015 predictions than in 2007–12 NTS sample 

serve passenger 
no cars in household lower in 2015 predictions than in 2007–12 NTS sample 

no licence, 1+ cars higher in 2015 predictions than in 2007–12 NTS sample 

other travel 

no cars in household lower in 2015 predictions than in 2007–12 NTS sample 

no licence, 1+ cars, free car 
use, 2 pers. household higher in 2015 predictions than in 2007–12 NTS sample 

no licence., 1+ cars, free car 
use, 3+ pers. household 

higher in 2015 predictions than in 2007–12 NTS sample 

 

It is clear from Table 12 that all of the cases where there are differences between the predicted and 
observed distributions in excess of 5 per cent are differences across car availability segments. Taking the 
education purposes first, it can be seen that the 2015 predictions show higher rates of multiple car 
ownership than the 2007–2012 NTS sample and lower rates of zero and one car ownership. To 
investigate further, the target car ownership levels from NTEM were compared to the rates observed in 
the NTS data. 

Table 13. Comparison of household car ownership levels between NTS and NTEM 

Cars owned 
2007–2012 NTS 
South East Wales 

2015 NTEM Prediction 
South East Wales Difference 

0 368 25.9% 156,345 24.4% -1.5% 

1 613 43.1% 274,253 42.9% -0.2% 

2+ 440 31.0% 209,378 32.6% 1.7% 

Total HH 1,421 100.0% 639,676 100.0% 0.0% 
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The comparison demonstrates that the 2015 NTEM targets show higher rates of multiple car ownership, 
and lower rates of zero car ownership, than NTS. Given that that mid-point of the NTS data is 2009/10, 
it is plausible that there has been some car ownership growth between 2009/10 and 2015. Thus the 
higher rates of predicted car availability relative to those observed in the prototypical sample highlighted 
in Table 12 are likely to be explained by car ownership growth between the average of 2007–2012 and 
2015. 
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4. Travel Demand Models 

4.1. Home-based Travel Demand Model structures  

The architecture of the HB Travel Demand Models (TravDems) is illustrated in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Home-based TravDem architecture 

 

The following sub-sections describe each of these components in turn. 
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4.1.1. Zonal segments by purpose 
Separate input files are defined for each HB travel purpose, generated as the key outputs of the Population 
Model described in Chapter 3, which give the number of persons in each origin zone for each of the travel 
segments relevant for that travel purpose. 

The segmentations are defined in Chapter 2. The zone segment files are generated by the Population 
Model, which is described in Chapter 3. 

4.1.2. Highway and PT skims 
Level-of-service skims from the VISUM highway and PT networks provide input to the TravDems. 
Highway and PT skims are generated for four time periods by assigning for the peak hour within the 
period: 

 AM-peak: 07:00–09:30 

 inter-peak: 09:30–15:30 

 PM-peak: 15:30–18:00 

 off-peak: 18:00–07:00. 

4.1.3. Zonal data 
The zonal data read in by the TravDems comprise the attraction variables and parking cost data. The 
attraction variables specify the ‘attractiveness’ of destinations for different journey purposes. The data to 
describe these, for each journey purpose, are summarised in Table 14. 

Table 14. Attraction variables for HB travel purposes 

Purpose Attractions 

commuting total employment 

home–business total employment 

home–primary education primary education enrolments 

home–secondary education secondary education enrolments 

home–tertiary education tertiary enrolments 

total employment 

home–shopping retail employment 

home–serve passenger total employment 

population 

primary enrolments 

secondary enrolments 

home–other travel population 

service employment 

retail employment 

4.1.4. Computing logsums 
A key component of the implementation system is the calculation of logsums over destination alternatives 
for mode choice reflecting the destinations below modes nesting structure, and over both mode and 
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destination choice. The logsums are calculated from the bottom of the structure up and then the 
alternative probabilities are calculated by working back down the model structure again. 

The calculation of the logsums varies somewhat by travel purpose, as car driver time period choice is only 
represented for some travel purposes, and for three of the HB purposes there are two versions of the 
TravDems, with and without access mode and station choice for train and metro represented. To 
illustrate the logsum calculations, the structure from the HB models including car driver time period 
choice, but omitting the train and metro access mode and station choice structure, has been used. In this 
structure, three choices are represented: 

 Main modes m 

 Time periods t 

 Destinations d. 

The logsums are calculated from the following equations, working from the bottom of the structure 
upwards: 


' 'explog
d mtdtdmt VV        (4.1) 


' 'explog
t mtmtm VV              (4.2) 


' 'explog
m mVV               (4.3) 

where: 

Vmtd is the utility at the lowest level, for a specific m, t, d alternative 

θtd defines the relative sensitivity of time period and destination choices 

Vmt is the utility for a mode and time period combination 

θmt defines the relative sensitivity of mode and time period choices 

Vm is the utility for a mode 

V is the overall logsum over all alternatives. 

For the park-and-ride (S=3) versions of the commute, home–shopping and home–other models (these are 
discussed in Section 0), Equation 4.1 to Equation 4.3 are extended to cover the additional access mode 
and station choices. 

4.1.5. Tour frequency 
The tour frequency models are documented in full in the frequency report (Dunkerley et al. 2018). 
Chapter 2 of that report presents the structure used for the estimation of the frequency models.  

In summary, two sub-models are used: 

 A 0/1+ model, which predicts the probability of an individual making at least one tour for a 
specific journey purpose on a given work-day. 

 A stop/go model, which predicts the conditional probability of making additional tours for that 
specific journey purpose (e.g. the probability of making two or more shopping tours, given at 
least one shopping tour has been made). 
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For home–serve passenger two separate frequency models are used, the first for serve passenger school 
tours and the second the other for serve passenger other tours. The serve passenger school model uses a 
modified structure to reflect the different structure of the estimation sample, with a 0/1/2+ model, and 
then a stop/go model predicting probability of making three or more serve passenger school tours. The 
modified structure takes account of the fact that more individuals were observed to make two serve 
passenger school tours on a given day than one. 

In application, the frequency models can be combined to predict the total number of tours F originating 
in home zone h and in segment s: 

  hs
hsgo

hs
hs N

P

P
F

|

|1

1
          (4.4) 

where: 

P1+|hs is the probability of making at least one tour for an individual from segment s living in zone 
h 

Pgo|hs is the conditional probability of making n+ tours, given at least (n−1) tours have been made, 
for an individual in segment s living in zone h 

Nhs is the number of individuals in segment s living in zone h. 

A modified version of this formula is used for the home–serve passenger school frequency model because 
of the different structure of that model. 

4.1.6. Distribution over modes, time periods and destinations 
This component of the TravDem takes the demand predicted by the frequency model, and distributes 
that demand over available main mode, car driver time period, and destination alternatives. For the S=3 
versions of the commute, home–shopping and home–other travel models, for train and metro main 
modes demand is also distributed over access mode and access station alternatives. 

Considering the model structures without train and metro access mode and access station choices 
represented, for an individual from home zone h in segment s, the demand by mode m, time period t and 
destination d can be calculated as: 

hsmtdhshsmtd PFT |.         (4.5) 

where: 

Thsmtd is the number of tours from zone h by mode m in time period t and destination alternative 
d for segment s 

Fhs is the number of tours from zone h for segment s (from Equation 4.4) 

Pmdt|hs is the probability of choosing mdt for hs, calculated from Equation 4.6 to Equation 4.8 
below. 

The probability calculations are set out in Equation 4.6 to Equation 4.9, which use the utilities calculated 
in Equation 4.1 to Equation 4.3 above. The home zone and segment subscripts h and s have been 
dropped for presentation clarity. Opposite to the logsums, the choice probabilities are computed by 
working from the top to the bottom of the tree structure. 
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It is noted that for main modes other than car driver there is no time period nest and therefore Equation 
4.7 reduces to Pt|m=1. 

These calculations are extended to incorporate the train and metro access mode and station alternatives 
for the S=3 versions of the commute, home–shopping and home–other travel models. 

4.1.7. Tour legs by mode, purpose and time period 
The outputs from the HB tour models are matrices of tours by mode, purpose and time period, which are 
in Production–Attraction (P→A) format. 

These tour matrices feed into the third and final stage of the PRISM system, the final processing step, 
which includes the pivoting process. Pivoting is the process that takes the tour matrices created for base 
and future applications of the TravDem models, and combines these matrices in order to forecast changes 
relative to an observed base matrix. This module is documented in Appendix C. 

4.2. Non-home-based model structures 

The architecture of the NHB TravDems is illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. The NHB TravDem architecture 

 
 

The following sub-sections describe each of these components in turn. 

4.2.1. Home-based tour ends by mode and segment 
The key inputs for the NHB TravDems are the outputs from the HB TravDem models. Specifically, for 
the work–work tour, work–other tour, work–work detour and work–other detour models the inputs are 
the numbers of commute and home–business tours arriving in each primary destination zone split by 
mode and segment. For the other–other tour and other–other detour models the inputs are the numbers 
of home–primary education, home–secondary education, home–tertiary education, home–shopping, 
home–serve passenger and home–other travel tours arriving at each primary destination zone split by 
mode and segment. 
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4.2.2. Highway and public transport skims 
The treatment of the highway and PT skims in the NHB TravDems is identical to their treatment in the 
HB TravDems, as documented in Section 4.1.2. 

4.2.3. Zonal data 
The attraction variables used in the NHB TravDems are listed in Table 15. 

Table 15. NHB TravDem attraction variables 

Purpose Attractions 

PD-based tours, work-related 
PD to work-related SD 

total employment 

PD-based tours, work-related 
PD to other SD 

population 

retail employment 

PD-based tours, other PD to 
other SD 

population 

service employment 

detours during work-related 
tours to work-related SDs total employment 

detours during work-related 
tours to other SDs 

population 

service employment 

retail employment 

detours during other tours to 
other SDs 

population 

service employment 

 

Zonal parking cost data are also read in. 

4.2.4. Logsums by segment 
The calculation of logsums by segment follows the same approach as that used for the HB purposes, as 
detailed in Section 4.1.4, though the NHB models do not include the car driver time period choice 
alternatives. The NHB models represent main mode and destination choice only. 

4.2.5. Tour/detour frequency 
The tour/detour frequency models follow similar principles to the frequency models used for the HB 
purposes (Section 4.1.5). However, an important difference is that the frequency of NHB tour-/detour-
making depends on the mode used for the HB tour. Specifically, NHB tour/detour rates for some 
purposes are higher if the HB tour mode is car driver. 

For the work–work, work–other and other–other tour models, the total number of tours F can be 
calculated as: 

  zms
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           (4.10) 

where: 
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P1+|zms is the probability of making at least one tour from PD zone z for an individual with HB 
tour mode m from segment s 

Pgo|zms is the conditional probability of making n+ tours, given at least n-1 tours have been made, 
where n>1, for an individual with HB tour mode m from segment s 

HBzms is the number of HB tours arriving in PD zone z by mode m and segment s, work-related 
or other, depending on the travel purpose. 

The detour model is a simple binary model with alternatives ‘detour’ and ‘no detour’. However, a 
complication is that separate detour models are applied for detours made on the outward and return legs 
of HB tours, because detour rates on return legs are higher. 

Equation 4.11 shows how the number of detours is calculated for the work–work, work–other and other–
other detour models: 

zmszmsrzmsr HBPF |1         (4.11) 

where: 

r distinguishes between outward and return detours 

P1|zmsr is the probability of making at least one tour from PD zone z for an individual with HB 
tour mode m from segment s given r 

HBzms is the number of HB tours arriving in PD zone z by mode m and segment s (either work-
related or other). 

4.2.6. Distribution over modes, destinations 
This component of TravDem takes the demand predicted by the frequency model, and distributes that 
demand over available mode and destination alternatives. 

The NHB models only represent main mode and destination alternative, and therefore the formulae set 
out in Equation 4.6 to Equation 4.8 are applied after removing the car driver time period choice. The 
final probability calculation is as follows: 

mdmmd PPP |          (4.12) 

4.2.7. Tour legs and detours by purpose, mode and time period 
The outputs from the work–work, work–other and other–other models are tour matrices by mode, 
purpose and time period in Production-Attraction (P→A) format. Demand is allocated into time periods 
using fixed time period proportions observed in the 2009–2012 HI data. 

The outputs from each of the detour models are two detour matrices for each time period, the first 
containing detours on the outward (P→A) leg of HB work and business tours, the second containing 
detours on the return (A→P) leg of HB work and business tours. 

4.3. Alternatives in the base year model 

4.3.1. Main modes 
Up to six main modes are represented in the HB TravDems for the base year: 
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 Car driver 

 Car passenger 

 Train 

 Bus 

 Cycle 

 Walk. 

Car driver is not available to primary and secondary education pupils and so is not included in the home–
primary and home–secondary education models, which represent the choice between the other five 
modes. The other HB TravDems model all six of these modes. 

For some of the NHB models, where the estimation and transfer samples were significantly smaller than 
those for the HB models, not all of these seven modes are represented. Table 16 summarises the modes 
included in each of the NHB TravDems. 

Table 16. NHB TravDem main modes 

Mode Work–work 
tours 

Work–other 
tours 

Other–other 
tours 

Work–work 
detours 

Work–other 
detours 

Other–other 
detours 

car driver       

car passenger       

train       

bus       

cycle       

walk       

 

4.3.2. Train access mode and access station alternatives 
For the commute, home–shopping and home–other travel models, there are two versions of the 
TravDems, with different treatment of access mode choice to train.  

In the ‘S=3’ version of the models the choice between three access modes is modelled, specifically car-
driver car-passenger and other access (access by walk and/or other public transport modes), and 
furthermore the choice between three access stations is represented for the two car access alternatives. In 
the ‘S=0’ version of the models, it is assumed that all access is by other public transport modes and walk. 
S=0 means that station mode choice is not modelled in the TravDem. 

The train access mode and station choice structure is represented in Figure 5; θStationChoice is the nesting 
parameter that governs the relative sensitivity of station and access mode choices. 
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Figure 5. Train access mode and station choice structure 

4.4. Predicting demand for park-and-ride sites 

In the S=3 versions of the models, a pre-calculation step is run for each possible origin-destination pair for 
individuals resident in the fully modelled area. For each OD pair, this pre-processing step loops over the 
99 possible access stations and identifies the three most attractive options based on the characteristics of 
both the car access leg and the rail leg on to the tour destination.  

The TravDems then read in files that detail, for each origin-destination pair, the three most attractive 
station alternatives. The TravDem then allocates demand over those station alternatives, and by summing 
demand over all zones calculates car matrices for demand between origin zones and access stations, and 
train matrices for demand between access stations and tour destinations. 

4.5. Predicting demand for new public transport modes 

4.5.1. Stated preference evidence 

Mott MacDonald undertook a stated preference (SP) survey to collect evidence on the preferences of local 
residents for public transport alternatives that were either new to the South East Wales context, or a 
significant improvement relative to the current offer (Mott MacDonald 2015).  

Five alternatives were presented to respondents: 

1. Existing bus (EB) 
2. Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 
3. Existing heavy rail (EHR) 
4. New heavy rail (NHR) 
5. Light rail (LR). 

Car-Driver Car-Passenger Other

....................

StationChoice

Access stations
1 to 82

Access stations
1 to 77
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The SP exercise presented pair-wise choices between these five alternatives. The characteristics of the 
mode alternatives presented to respondents are summarised in Table 17. 

Table 17. Public transport mode characteristics presented in the SP exercise 

Mode Images presented to respondents Characteristics 

existing bus 

   

uneven ride and acceleration 

step between stop and vehicle 

not segregated from other traffic 

 

existing 
heavy rail 

  

smooth ride and acceleration 

step between stop and vehicle 

fully segregated from other traffic 

BRT 

  

smooth ride and acceleration 

level boarding at stops 

partly segregated from other traffic 

new heavy 
rail 

 

very smooth ride and acceleration 

step between stop and vehicle 

fully segregated from other traffic 

light rail 

  

very smooth ride and acceleration 

level boarding at stops 

fully segregated from other traffic 

Source: Images taken from Mott MacDonald (2015), p.115. 

 

Having presented the mode characteristics to individuals, respondents were asked to express their 
preferences between three of the five modes for different combinations of the following service 
characteristics: 

 The modal characteristics, conveyed via an image of the existing, new or enhanced modal 
alternative 

 Frequency (every 10, 15, 20, 30 and 60 minutes) 
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 Journey time (between 20 and 40 minutes). 

From the information collected, models were estimated that give insight into how travellers trade off 
travel frequency and journey time by mode. The models used a nested structure to capture substitution 
patterns between the five modal alternatives, reproduced in Figure 6. 

Figure 6. Nesting structure between stated preference modal alternatives 

 

Source: Mott MacDonald (2015), Figure 4.1 on p.35. 

 

In Figure 6, the bus alternatives are grouped together in the ‘NA’ nest on the left and the rail alternatives 
are grouped together in the ‘NB’ nest on the right. The model structure reflects that the two bus 
alternatives are closer substitutes than pairs of bus and rail alternatives, and similarly the three rail 
alternatives are closer substitutes than pairs of bus and rail alternatives. 

Separate models were estimated for commute, EB and other travel purposes. Three sets of models were 
estimated: 

1. Models where differences in modal preferences are captured via alternative specific constants. 
2. Models where differences in modal preferences are captured via differences in the in-vehicle 

time weighting. 
3. Models where differences in modal differences are captured via differences in both alternative 

specific constants and in-vehicle time weightings. 

Full sets of parameters results for the three sets of models are presented in Chapter 4 of Mott MacDonald 
(2015). The models that best explained the choices respondents made in the SP exercise were the third set 
whereby differences in modal preferences were captured in both the alternative specific constants and the 
in-vehicle time weightings. However, as discussed in Section 4.5.2, the models most suited for integration 
within the implementation structure were the second set of models, where differences in modal 
preferences are captured via in-vehicle time weightings alone. 
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4.5.2. Integration of stated preference results into the mode-destination model structure 

The SP models that best explained respondents’ choices captured variation in modal preferences via both 
the mode-specific constants and through differences in the in-vehicle time (IVT) weightings. However, 
integrating these results within the mode-destination model structure would require a recalibration of all 
of the mode constants and no dataset exists that would allow this because the structure needs to represent 
all of the existing modes as well as the enhanced and new PT modes. Therefore it was decided to 
implement the SP models that capture variation in modal preferences via differences in in-vehicle time 
weightings alone. 

The SP models that have been integrated within the mode-destination modelling structure used the 
following utility functions: 

 EBS EBS EBS
EBS Fare IVT HeadwayV Fare IVT Headway        (4.13) 

 BRT BRT BRT Bus
BRT Fare IVT HeadwayV Fare IVT Headway        (4.14) 

 EHR EHR EHR EHR
EHR Fare IVT HeadwayV Fare IVT Headway        (4.16) 

NHR NHR NHR NHR
NHR Fare IVT HeadwayV Fare IVT Headway        (4.17) 

 LR LR LR LR
LR Fare IVT HeadwayV Fare IVT Headway         (4.15) 

where: mV are the utility functions for each mode (m one of EBS, BRT, EHR, NHR, LR) 

 mFare is the monetary fare in pence that was presented to respondents  

   mIVT is the in-vehicle time in minutes that was presented to respondents 

  mHeadway is the journey headway that was presented to respondents 

 Fare , Headway are parameters estimated across the m modes 

 EBS
IVT , BRT

IVT , EHR
IVT , NHR

IVT , LR
IVT are mode-specific IVT parameters. 

Table 18 presents the parameter estimates alongside the associated t-ratios, which are given in parentheses. 
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Table 18. Stated preference public transport mode choice model results 

Parameter 
Commute and      

employer’s business Other travel 

βFare -0.00751 (11.5) 

βHeadway -0.0270 (-6.3) -0.0131 (-2.4) 

βIVT
EBS -0.0936 (-21.1) -0.0422 (--6.0) 

βIVT
BRT -0.0872 (-18.8) -0.0348 (-4.4) 

βIVT
EHR -0.0761 (-14.8) -0.0212 (-2.4) 

βIVT
NHR -0.0812 (-13.7) -0.0149 (-1.4) 

βIVT
LR -0.0708 (-14.9) -0.0334 (-4.2) 

Bus 1.98 (16.7) 

Rail 1.33 (19.9) 

 

Note that in the final models the fare sensitivity parameter and the two modal scale parameters, Bus and 

Rail, were estimated across both travel purposes. This is because no statistically significant differences were 
identified when separate scales were estimated by travel purpose.  

The SP model results have been implemented in the mode-destination structure by inserting bus and rail 
nests into the main mode structure. Figure 7 illustrates the structure used.  

Figure 7. Main and public transport mode choice structure 
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To transfer the SP results into this structure it was necessary to calculate IVT weights for bus relative to 
existing bus, and IVT weights for train relative to existing rail. In the PRISM main mode choice model 
and in the PT assignments, train in-vehicle time is weighted by a factor of 0.9 relative to bus in-vehicle 
time.  

Table 19 summarises the in-vehicle time parameter ratios and PT nesting parameters used for the mode-
destination model implementation, extended to include enhanced and new PT modes. The in-vehicle 
time ratios are all calculated relative to bus. 

Table 19. PT in-vehicle time ratios and structural parameters 

IVT ratio 
Commute and      

employer’s business Other travel 

βIVT
EBS / βIVT

EBS 1.000 1.000 

βIVT
BRT / βIVT

EBS 0.932 0.825 

θBus = Rail / Bus 0.672 0.672 

βIVT
EHR / βIVT

EBS 0.900 0.900 

βIVT
NHR / βIVT

EBS 0.843 1.281 

βIVT
LR / βIVT

EBS 0.837 1.418 

θRail = Rail / Rail 1.000 1.000 

 

For commute and EB, the in-vehicle time ratios are all plausible in that they reflect a higher attractiveness 
for new and enhanced bus and rail modes relative to the existing alternative. However, for other travel the 
rail in-vehicle time parameters were weakly estimated, particularly for new heavy rail. To avoid the risk of 
these parameters giving rise to implausible forecasts, all of the rail in-vehicle time parameters for other 
travel were set to be equal. The structural parameters imply a nest for mode nesting for the bus alternative 
but no separate nest for rail. 

Table 20 summarises the parameters that have been used to implement the new and enhanced bus and 
rail modes in the implemented mode-destination models.  
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Table 20. Implemented PT in-vehicle time ratios and structural parameters 

IVT ratio 
Commute and      

employer’s business Other travel 

βIVT
EBS / βIVT

EBS 1.000 1.000 

βIVT
BRT / βIVT

EBS 0.932 0.825 

θBus 0.672 0.672 

βIVT
EHR / βIVT

EBS 0.900 0.900 

βIVT
NHR / βIVT

EBS 0.843 0.900 

βIVT
LR / βIVT

EBS 0.837 0.900 
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5. Model validation 

The models have been validated by comparing the mode-destination model predictions for the 2015 base 
year against both the 2011 and 2013 South East Wales Personalised Travel Planning (PTP) data used for 
the mode-destination model transfer and the 2010–2012 South East Wales National Travel Survey 
(NTS) data. 

It is important to emphasise that while achieving a good base year fit against observed mode share and trip 
length information is important, in application the models are applied incrementally to predict changes in 
mode share and trip length relative to the base matrices. 

5.1. Mode share 

The predicted mode shares for the 2015 base year, calculated for residents of the whole of the fully 
modelled area, have been compared to 2011/2013 PTP data and 2010–2012 NTS data. The walk mode 
share information collected in NTS is significantly less reliable than that for other modes and therefore 

walk is excluded from the NTS comparisons.6 To allow a consistent comparison, walk is also excluded 
from the predicted mode shares when these are compared to the NTS shares. 

5.1.1. Home-based travel purposes 

Table 21. Commute mode share validation 

Mode 

Comparison to PTP data Comparison to NTS data 

2015 
predicted 

2011/2013 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

2015 
predicted 

2010–2012 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 64.4% 64.2% 0.2% 72.9% 76.8% -3.9% 

car passenger 12.4% 10.3% 2.1% 14.0% 14.3% -0.3% 

train 3.1% 3.6% -0.5% 3.5% 3.3% 0.2% 

bus 4.1% 4.3% -0.3% 4.6% 4.5% 0.1% 

cycle 4.4% 5.1% -0.7% 5.0% 1.0% 4.0% 

walk 11.7% 12.5% -0.8%       

Total 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

 

                                                      
6 Walk trip data is only collected on a single day whereas for all other modes data is collected over a 5-day period. 
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For commute travel, the base year model predictions match the PTP data closely, though the car 
passenger share is higher in the predicted data. The model predicts a lower mode share relative to the 
NTS data. The predicted cycle mode share seems high for commuting and this may reflect a bias in the 
people interviewed in the PTP project. 

For home–business, insufficient business trip records were collected in the PTP to allow reliable mode 
share information to be calculated, and therefore the predicted mode shares were compared to South East 
Wales NTS data instead. 

Table 22. Home–business mode share validation 

Mode 

Comparison to NTS data 

2015 
predicted 

2007–2012 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 79.2% 87.6% -8.4% 

car passenger 8.3% 7.6% 0.6% 

train 2.6% 1.0% 1.7% 

bus 9.7% 3.8% 5.8% 

cycle 0.2% 0.0% 0.2% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

 

For business, the car share is higher in the NTS data. However, the mode shares for business are based on 
just 200 records, 184 of which are car driver, and therefore there is considerable uncertainty around the 
observed numbers for modes other than car driver. 

Table 23. Home–primary education mode share validation 

Mode 

Comparison to PTP data 

2015 
predicted 

2011/2013 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car passenger 47.7% 54.0% -6.3% 

train 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

bus 1.3% 1.1% 0.2% 

cycle 0.6% 0.6% 0.0% 

walk 50.4% 44.3% 6.2% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

 

The key differences between the 2015 predictions and the PTP data are that the model predictions show a 
lower car passenger share and a higher walk share, relative to the PTP data.  
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Table 24. Home–secondary education mode share validation 

Mode 

Comparison to PTP data 

2015 
predicted 

2011/2013 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car passenger 21.8% 22.5% -0.7% 

train 0.5% 0.7% -0.2% 

bus 29.0% 27.2% 1.8% 

cycle 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

walk 48.8% 49.7% -0.9% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

 

For home–secondary the predicted mode shares closely match those observed in the PTP data.  

Table 25. Home–tertiary education mode share validation 

Mode 

Comparison to PTP data 

2015 
predicted 

2011/2013 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 35.5% 34.2% 1.2% 

car passenger 6.8% 7.8% -1.0% 

train 4.1% 3.4% 0.7% 

bus 21.7% 18.2% 3.5% 

cycle 6.4% 9.1% -2.8% 

walk 25.5% 27.2% -1.7% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

 

For home–tertiary the predicted mode shares match those observed in the PTP data well.  

In Table 26 the predicted mode shares for home–shopping travel are compared to values observed in both 
the PTP data and the South East Wales NTS data. 

Table 26. Home–shopping mode share validation 

Mode 

Comparison to PTP data Comparison to NTS data 

2015 
predicted 

2011/2013 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

2015 
predicted 

2007–2012 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 37.0% 44.6% -7.6% 53.1% 53.4% -0.3% 

car 
passenger 

17.6% 15.2% 2.4% 25.3% 30.2% -4.9% 

train 0.8% 0.9% -0.1% 1.2% 1.7% -0.4% 

bus 13.7% 13.5% 0.2% 19.7% 13.7% 6.0% 

cycle 0.5% 0.4% 0.1% 0.7% 1.1% -0.4% 

walk 30.4% 25.5% 4.9%       

Total 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 
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For shopping, the predicted car driver shares are significantly lower than those observed in the PTP data, 
although they match the NTS sample closely and therefore it may be that the PTP sample over-represents 
car driver shopping travel. The percentage differences for the other modes are smaller. 

Table 27. Home–serve passenger mode share validation 

Mode 

Comparison to PTP data Comparison to NTS data 

2015 
predicted 

2011/2013 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

2015 
predicted 

2007–2012 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 65.2% 68.8% -3.7% 91.0% 75.3% 15.7% 

car passenger 6.2% 4.5% 1.6% 8.6% 23.2% -14.6% 

bus 0.3% 0.5% -0.2% 0.4% 0.2% 0.2% 

cycle 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.3% -1.3% 

walk 28.4% 26.1% 2.2%       

Total 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

 

The base year predictions match the PTP data closely. The car driver share in the NTS sample is high and 
this impacts on the car driver and car passenger modal comparisons. 

Table 28. Home–other travel mode share validation 

Mode 

Comparison to PTP data Comparison to NTS data 

2015 
predicted 

2011/2013 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

2015 
predicted 

2007–2012 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 30.7% 39.4% -8.7% 47.9% 51.0% -3.1% 

car passenger 25.5% 25.0% 0.5% 39.8% 37.4% 2.4% 

bus 0.5% 0.5% 0.0% 0.7% 1.7% -1.0% 

train 5.4% 4.9% 0.5% 8.5% 8.2% 0.2% 

cycle 2.0% 2.2% -0.2% 3.2% 1.7% 1.5% 

walk 35.8% 27.9% 7.9%       

Total 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

 

Consistent with shopping, the base year predicted car driver share is lower than the PTP estimation 
sample but more consistent with the NTS data. The model also predicts a higher walk share than was 
observed in the NTS data. 

Overall the home-based mode share validation is judged to be good but there are consistent patterns of 
difference in the car availability distributions. These differences were discussed in Chapter 3. 

5.1.2. Non-home-based travel purposes 
In implementation, the NHB purposes take as input HB tour arrivals by mode and segment. This means 
that the validation of these purposes is impacted by the performance of the HB models that are used to 
generate the input tour arrivals as well as the NHB model itself. 
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It was not possible to validate against the NTS data, in order to do this a full tour building exercise would 
be necessary to identify NHB travel using the tour-based approach documented in Section 2.1 of Fox & 
Patruni (2018). Therefore the predicted mode shares were compared to PTP data only. 

Table 29. Work–work tour mode share validation 

Mode 

Comparison to PTP data 

2015 
predicted 

2011/2013 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 69.9% 76.5% -6.7% 

car passenger 17.4% 11.7% 5.7% 

bus 6.1% 5.9% 0.2% 

walk 6.7% 5.9% 0.8% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

 

The work–work tour sample in the PTP data is formed of just 17 records, but despite this the predicted 
shares validate well. 

Table 30. Work–other tour mode share validation 

Mode 

Comparison to PTP data 

2015 
predicted 

2011/2013 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 18.2% 14.8% 3.3% 

bus 4.8% 3.7% 1.1% 

walk 77.0% 81.5% -4.4% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

 

Walk dominates work–other tours, many of which are made at lunchtime. The predicted mode shares 
validate well against the PTP data. 

Table 31. Other–other tour mode share validation 

Mode 

Comparison to PTP data 

2015 
predicted 

2011/2013 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 19.1% 16.7% 2.4% 

bus 26.4% 30.0% -3.6% 

walk 54.5% 53.3% 1.2% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

 

Again the walk shares validate well against the PTP data. 
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Table 32. Work–work detour mode share validation 

Mode 

Comparison to PTP data 

2015 
predicted 

2011/2013 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 80.3% 82.8% -2.5% 

car passenger 7.9% 5.7% 2.1% 

train 1.3% 1.1% 0.2% 

bus 4.7% 2.2% 2.5% 

walk 5.8% 8.2% -2.4% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

 

The work–work detour mode shares validate well against the PTP data. 

Table 33. Work–other detour mode share validation 

Mode 

Comparison to PTP data 

2015 
predicted 

2011/2013 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 78.9% 81.3% -2.3% 

car passenger 7.1% 7.3% -0.2% 

train 1.2% 1.1% 0.1% 

bus 2.0% 1.3% 0.7% 

walk 10.8% 9.1% 1.7% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

 

For the work–other model the validation against PTP data is also good. 

Table 34. Other–other detour mode share validation 

Mode 

Comparison to PTP data 

2015 
predicted 

2011/2013 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 39.6% 47.2% -7.6% 

car passenger 36.0% 26.9% 9.2% 

train 0.4% 0.2% 0.2% 

bus 9.2% 7.3% 1.9% 

cycle 0.9% 0.6% 0.3% 

walk 13.9% 17.8% -4.0% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

 

For other–other detours, the predicted car driver share is noticeably lower than that observed in the PTP 
data. The detour model captures the strong linkage between the HB tour and detour modes, and so this 
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result is consistent with the lower predicted car driver shares in the key discretionary purposes of home–
shopping and home–other travel. 

Overall, five of the six NHB models validate well against the mode shares observed in the PTP data, and 
for the sixth the differences are explained via the linkage to the input HB mode shares. 

5.2. Tour lengths 

5.2.1. Validation by home-based purpose 
Due to the issues with the recording of destination information in the PTP data (discussed in Section 5.1 
of Fox & Patruni 2018) it was not possible to validate predicted tour lengths against observed PTP data. 
Therefore this section presents validation of the HB purposes against NTS data. The tour lengths measure 
the return tour distance, for example the distance from home to work plus the distance from work back to 
home again. 

Table 35. Commute tour length validation (km) 

Mode 

Comparison to NTS data 

2015 
predicted 

2007–2012 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 21.0 16.6 4.4 

car passenger 17.8 11.4 6.4 

train 27.2 35.9 -8.7 

bus 16.1 10.8 5.3 

cycle 7.2 4.6 2.6 

walk 2.5 1.7 0.7 

Total 17.8 15.4 2.5 

 

The commute tour lengths compare reasonably well against the NTS data, although the train tour lengths 
are under-predicted and the car passenger tour lengths are over-predicted. 
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Table 36. Business tour length validation (km) 

Mode 

Comparison to NTS data 

2015 
predicted 

2007–2012 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 45.1 39.0 6.2 

car passenger 26.1 65.3 -39.3 

train 33.3 112.7 -79.4 

bus 14.0 14.3 -0.3 

cycle 6.9 - 6.9 

walk 1.5 4.0 -2.5 

Total 37.6 40.2 -2.6 

 

Total tour length matches well against the NTS data, as does the key car driver prediction. Big differences 
are observed for car passenger and train but for these modes the NTS sample sizes are only 16 and 2 
respectively. 

For the three education purposes it is not possible to validate against NTS because the available NTS data 
does not separate education travel into primary, secondary and tertiary education categories. 

Table 37. Shopping tour length validation (km) 

Mode 

Comparison to NTS data 

2015 
predicted 

2007–2012 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 7.3 8.1 -0.7 

car passenger 8.3 10.6 -2.3 

train 15.7 23.2 -7.5 

bus 7.9 8.1 -0.2 

cycle 5.0 3.1 1.9 

walk 1.9 1.4 0.5 

Total 6.0 8.3 -2.3 

 

The predicted shopping tour lengths validate fairly well against the NTS data. For train, where a 7.5km 
difference is observed, the NTS sample is just 18 records. 
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Table 38. Serve passenger tour length validation (km) 

Mode 

Comparison to NTS data 

2015 
predicted 

2007–2012 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 6.4 6.4 0.1 

car passenger 17.9 7.1 10.8 

bus 10.3 11.0 -0.7 

walk 1.8 1.2 0.6 

Total 5.8 6.1 -0.2 

 

Predicted car passenger tour lengths are much higher than the NTS data, otherwise the serve passenger 

model validates well.7 

Table 39. Other travel tour length validation (km) 

Mode 

Comparison to NTS data 

2015 
predicted 

2007–2012 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 13.5 9.0 4.5 

car passenger 14.0 10.2 3.8 

train 23.1 28.7 -5.6 

bus 11.3 11.0 0.3 

cycle 3.7 6.9 -3.2 

walk 1.8 1.9 -0.2 

Total 9.1 8.5 0.6 

 

The total predicted tour length validates well against NTS data, with over-predictions for the two car 
modes balanced by under-predictions for train and cycle such that the total tour lengths validate well 
despite these differences. 

5.2.2. Validation across all purposes 
An across purpose validation against NTS data has also been undertaken. This means that education and 
NHB travel are included as well as the HB purposes validated in detail in Section 5.2.1. Summing over all 
travel purposes meant that there were sufficient walk observations to estimate the mean NTS walk trip 
distances, allowing these to be compared to the NTS data. As per Section 5.2.1, the tour lengths quoted 

are return tour distances, so from the production (P) to the attraction (A) and back again, i.e. PAP. 

                                                      
7 The NTS car passenger sample size is 212 observations, and as such the mean tour distance should be reliably 
estimated. 
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Table 40. Total tour length validation (km) 

Mode 

Comparison to NTS data 

2015 
predicted 

2007–2012 
observed 

predicted – 
observed 

car driver 10.6 8.5 2.1 

car passenger 7.0 7.8 -0.9 

train 16.4 24.1 -7.8 

bus 7.1 6.5 0.7 

cycle 3.7 3.5 0.2 

walk 1.2 0.5 0.7 

Total 6.9 6.8 0.2 

 

The validation of total tour length is excellent. When looking at the detailed modes, car driver tour 
lengths are somewhat over-predicted relative to NTS, and this is offset by an under-prediction of train 
tour lengths. 

Overall it is concluded that the model validates reasonably well against observed tour length information, 
but there is a tendency to over-predict car passenger tour lengths and under-predict train tour lengths. 
These are areas where the model performance could be improved in further development work. 

5.2.3. Tour length adjustment 
Mott MacDonald undertook a separate validation exercise of trip length distributions in September 2016. 
This analysis was undertaken at the more aggregate purpose segmentation used for the highway and 
public transport assignments, and it suggested that some adjustments were required to the predicted 

synthetic distributions before they were suitable for input into the base matrix process.8 

The adjustments have been applied at the all-weekday level, which is the level at which demand is 
predicted in SEWTM. Eight sets of adjustments were applied: 

 Car driver commute assignment segment 
 Car driver business assignment segment 
 Car driver other assignment segment 
 Car passenger commute assignment segment 
 Car passenger business assignment segment 
 Car passenger other assignment segment 
 Train 
 Bus. 

                                                      
8 The requirement for the synthetic matrices to be used for the base matrix build emerged during the course of the 
technical work and was not anticipated at proposal stage. As such the tour length adjustment is an additional 
validation step that was not applied to the PRISM West Midlands model. 
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The adjustments were applied so that the distribution of demand across trip length bands exactly matched 
the distribution observed in 2010–2012 NTS data. Ten bands were used for car driver and eight for car 
passenger where tour lengths are shorter on average compared to car driver. 

The following figures summarise the validation of the adjustment process, demonstrating that after 
adjustment the percentage of demand in each trip length band matches the NTS data exactly. 

Figure 8. Car driver commute trip length distribution adjustment validation 

 

Figure 9. Car driver business trip length distribution adjustment validation 
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Figure 10. Car driver other trip length distribution adjustment validation 

 

Figure 11. Car passenger commute trip length distribution adjustment validation 
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Figure 12. Car passenger business trip length distribution adjustment validation 

 

Figure 13. Car passenger other trip length distribution adjustment validation 
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Figure 14. Train trip length distribution adjustment validation 

 

Figure 15. Bus trip length distribution adjustment validation 
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6. Summary and recommendations 

This report documents the implementation of the demand model components of the South East Wales 
Transport Model. The model implementation structure and the mode-destination model parameters have 
been transferred from the strategic model developed for the West Midlands region, PRISM West 
Midlands. 

The Population Model applies a prototypical sampling procedure and the car ownership model in order 
to produce forecasts of the South East Wales population by segment for each origin zone. The Population 
Model needs to be run separately for the base and forecast years. Projections of population by segment are 
made for each zone in the fully modelled area for input into the Travel Demand Models.  

For the 2015 base year, the Population Model validates well against local household interview data and 
South East Wales NTS data. Differences relative to the NTS data are observed by car availability segment, 
explained by the fact that the 2015 model predictions reflect higher levels of car ownership and 
availability than are observed in the 2007–2012 NTS sample. 

The Travel Demand Models implement the frequency and mode-destination model in order to predict 
the travel choices of the South East Wales population. The Travel Demand Models are run for both the 
base and forecast years, the base year predictions are retained as inputs to the pivoting (incremental 
modelling) process. 

Overall the base year models validate well against local household interview data and 2007 South East 
Wales NTS data. For some segments, the validation dataset sample sizes are too small to allow ‘observed’ 
figures to be accurately collected and this speaks to the need for more local household interview data with 
a larger sample of households interviewed across the South East Wales region. An area that could be 
improved in subsequent model development work is the predictions of car passenger and train tour 
lengths by the mode-destination models. 

We recommend that realism tests be run with the new model to verify that the model sensitivities 
(elasticities) are WebTAG compliant. We also recommend that over the longer term more local 
household interview data are collected, which would allow re-estimation of the mode-destination models 
to capture more local effects and a more reliable dataset for model validation. 
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Appendix A: Segmentations 

This Appendix details the socio-economic segmentations in the models. For each of the 14 travel purposes 
two sets of segmentations are presented: the first are used to implement the mode-destination models and 
the second are used to implement the frequency models. Some of the socio-economic parameters in the 
frequency models can be implemented using the mode-destination segmentations, and in these cases no 
further frequency segmentation is required. Thus the frequency segments are the additional segments 
required to implement socio-economic parameters in the frequency models that are not uniquely specified 
by the mode-destination segmentations. 

The following sections summarise the mode-destination segmentations and the additional frequency 
segmentations for each of the 14 travel purposes. 

Commute 

Mode-destination segments 

Car availability 
a1 no cars in household 
a2 no licence, 1+ cars 
a3 licence, 1 car, free car use 
a4 licence, 1 car, car competition 
a5 licence, 2+ cars, free car use 
a6 licence, 2+ cars, car competition 

Worker type 
b1 other worker male 
b2 other worker female 
b3 part-time worker male 
b4 part-time worker female 

Household income (2011 prices and values) 
c1 up to £25,000 
c2 £25,000 to £34,999 
c3 £35,000 to £50,000 
c4 £50,000 plus 

Pass segment 
p1 no fare 
p2 cash fare 

192 mode-destination segments 
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Frequency segments 

Worker status 
f1 full-time worker 
 f2 part-time worker 
f3 other workers 

Age 
r1 aged 60 and under 
r2 aged 60 and above 

6 frequency segments 

Home–business 

Mode-destination segments 

Car availability 
a1 no cars in household, no licence, 1+ cars 
a2 licence, free car use 
a3 licence, car competition 

Worker type 
b1 other worker 
b2 part-time worker 

Pass segment 
p1 no fare 
p2 cash fare 

12 mode-destination segments 

Frequency segments 

Household income (2011 values and prices) 
f1 up to £35,000 
f2 £35,000–£49,999 
f3 £50,000 plus 

Adult status 
r1 full-time worker 
r2 self employed 
r3 other groups 

9 frequency segments 

Home–primary education 

Mode-destination segments 

Car availability 

a1 no cars in household 
a2 1 car 
a3 2+ cars 

Pass segment 

p1 no fare 
p2 cash fare 

6 mode-destination segments 
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Frequency segments 

No further segmentation is required to implement the primary frequency model as a uniform frequency 
rate is modelled. 

Home–secondary education 

Mode-destination segments 

Car availability 

a1 no cars in household 
a2 1 car 
a3 2+ cars 

Pass segment 

p1 no fare 
p2 cash fare 

6 mode-destination segments 

Frequency segments 

Sixth former? 

f1 sixth former 
f2 not a sixth former 

2 frequency segments 

Home–tertiary education 

Mode-destination segments 

Car availability 
a1 no cars in household 
a2 no licence, 1+ cars 
a3 licence, 1 car, free car use 
a4 licence, 1+ cars, car competition 
a5 licence, 2+ cars, free car use 

Status 
b1 full-time student 
b2 other status groups 

Pass segment 
p1 no fare 
p2 cash fare 

20 mode-destination segments 
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Frequency segments 

Adult status 

f1 
b1: full-time student 

b2: university or college student 

f2 
b1: zero segment 

b2: other adult status groups 
Age 

r1 17–21 
r2 22–30 
r3 over 30 

6 frequency segments 

Home–shopping 

Mode-destination segments 

Car availability 

a1 no cars in household 
a2 no licence, 1+ cars, free car use, 2 pers. in household 
a3 no licence, 1+ cars, 3+ pers. in household 
a4 licence, 1 car, free car use 
a5 licence, 1+ cars, car competition, 2 pers. in household 
a6 licence, 1+ cars, car competition, 3+ pers. in household 
a7  licence, 2+ cars, free car use, 2 pers. in household 
a8 licence, 2+ cars, free car use, 3+ pers. in household 

Status 

b1 full-time student 
b2 retired 
b3 other groups 

Household income (2011 prices and values) 

c1 up to £34,999 
c2 £35,000 plus 

Pass segment 

p1 no fare 
p2 cash fare 

96 mode-destination segments 

Frequency segments 

Adult status 

f1 at home, looking after family 
f2 retired 
f3 looking for a job 
f4 part-time worker 
f5 other 

Age 

r1 aged 12 and under 
r2 aged 13 to 60 
r3 aged over 60 

15 frequency segments 
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Home–serve passenger 

Mode-destination segments 

Car availability 
a1 no cars in household 
a2 no licence, 1+ cars 
a3 licence, 1 car, free car use 
a4 licence, 1 car, car competition 
a5 licence, 2+ cars 

Presence of children 
b1 no children/infants 
b2 children/infants 

Pass segment 
p1 no fare 
p2 cash fare 

20 segments in total 

Frequency segments 

Adult status 
f1 at home, looking after family 
f2 retired 
f3 looking for a job 
f4 part-time worker 
f5 other travel 

Household size 
r1 1 pers. household 
r2 2 or 3 pers. household 
r3 4+ pers. household 

Gender 
e1 male 
e2 female 

Age 
q1 aged 31–50 
q2 all other age groups 

60 segments in total 
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Home–other travel 

Mode-destination segments 

Car availability 
a1 no cars in household 
a2 no licence, 1+ cars, free car use, 2 pers. in household 
a3 no licence, 1+ cars, 3+ pers. in household 
a4 licence, 1 car, free car use 
a5 licence, 1+ cars, car competition, 2 pers. in household 
a6 licence, 1+ cars, car competition, 3+ pers. in household 
a7  licence, 2+ cars, free car use, 2 pers. in household 
a8 licence, 2+ cars, free car use, 3+ pers. in household 

Status 
b1 unemployed 
b2 retired 
b3 Looking after family 

Household income (2011 prices and values) 
c1 up to £34,999 
c2 £35,000 to £49,999 
c3 £50,000 plus 

Pass segment 
p1 no fare 
p2 cash fare 

192 mode-destination segments 

Frequency segments 

Adult status 

f1 at home, looking after family 
f2 retired 
f3 full-time worker 
f4 other groups 

Age 

r1 aged 12 and under 
r2 aged over 12 

8 frequency segments 

Work–work tours 

The work–work tour model is implemented by accumulating, separately by mode, tour arrivals at work 
and business zones from the HB commute and business models. Therefore the mode-destination and 
frequency segmentations must nest within the mode-destination segments for both the commute and 
home–business models. The tables below show how the various segmentations are mapped. 
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Mode-destination segments 

Segmentation Mapping 

Car availability Com segments HB segments 
a1 no car, no licence a1, a2 a1 
a2 other car availability groups a3, a4, a5, a6 a2, a3 

Worker type Com segments HB segments 
b1 part time worker b3, b4 b2 
b4 other workers and students b2, b2 b1 

Pass type Com segments HB segments 
p1 no fare 1 to 1 mapping 1 to 1 mapping 
p2 cash fare 1 to 1 mapping 1 to 1 mapping 

HB tour mode Com segments HB segments 
m1 car driver car driver tours car driver tours 
m2 all other modes other tours other tours 

16 mode-destination segments 

Frequency segments 

No further segmentation is required to implement the frequency model. 

Work–other tours 

The work–other tour model is implemented by accumulating, separately by mode, tour arrivals at work 
and business zones from the HB commute and business models. Therefore the mode-destination and 
frequency segmentations must nest within the mode-destination segments for both the commute and 
home–business models. The table below shows how the various segmentations are mapped. 

Mode-destination segments 

Segmentation Mapping 

Car availability Com segments HB segments 
a1 no car, no licence a1, a2 a1 
a2 other car availability groups a3, a4, a5, a6 a2, a3 

Worker type Com segments HB segments 
b1 part-time worker b3, b4 b2 
b4 other workers and students b2, b2 b1 

Pass type Com segments HB segments 
p1 no fare 1 to 1 mapping 1 to 1 mapping 
p2 cash fare 1 to 1 mapping 1 to 1 mapping 

8 mode-destination segments 

Frequency segments 

No further segmentation is required to implement the frequency model. 
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Other–other tours 

The other–other tour model is implemented by accumulating, separately by mode, tour arrivals at work 
and business zones from the HB commute and business models. Therefore the mode-destination and 
frequency segmentations must nest within the mode-destination segments for both the commute and 
home–business models. The table below shows how the various segmentations are mapped. 

Mode-destination segments 

Segmentation HB Purpose Mapping 

Car availability 
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a1 no car, no licence a1–a3 a1–a3 a1–a2 a1–a3 a1–a2 a1–a3 
a2 other car availability groups n/a n/a a3–a5 a4–a8 a3–a5 a4–a8 

Pass type PE SE TE Sh SP OT 
p1 no fare 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 
p2 cash fare 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

HB tour mode PE SE TE Sh SP OT 
m1 car driver 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 
m2 all other modes 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

Total segments 8 mode-destination segments 

Frequency segments 

No further segmentation is required to implement the frequency model. 

Work–work detours 

The work–work detour model is implemented by accumulating, separately by mode, tour arrivals at work 
and business zones from the HB commute and business models. The table below shows how the various 
segmentations are mapped. 

Segmentation Mapping 

Car availability Commute Business 
a1 no car, no licence a1–a2 a1 
a2 other car availability groups a3–a6 a2–a3 

Worker type Commute Business 
b1 part time worker b3, b4 b2 
b4 other workers and students b2, b2 b1 

Pass type Commute Business 
p1 no fare 1 to 1 mapping 1 to 1 mapping 
p2 cash fare 1 to 1 mapping 1 to 1 mapping 

HB tour mode Commute Business 
m1 car driver car driver tours car driver tours 
m2 bus bus tours bus tours 
m3 all other modes other tours other tours 

24 mode-destination segments 
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Frequency segments 

No further segmentation is required to implement the frequency model. 

Work–other detours 

The work–other detour model is implemented by accumulating, separately by mode, tour arrivals at work 
and business zones from the HB commute and business models. The table below shows how the various 
segmentations are mapped. 

Segmentation Mapping 

Car availability Commute Business 
a1 no car, no licence a1–a2 a1 
a2 other car availability groups a3–a6 a2–a3 

Worker type Commute Business 
b1 part-time worker b3, b4 b2 
b4 other workers and students b2, b2 b1 

Pass type Commute Business 
p1 no fare 1 to 1 mapping 1 to 1 mapping 
p2 cash fare 1 to 1 mapping 1 to 1 mapping 

HB tour mode Commute Business 
m1 car driver car driver tours car driver tours 
m2 car passenger car pass. tours car pass. tours 
m3 train train tours train tours 
m4 bus bus tours bus tours 
m5 metro, cycle, walk other tours other tours 

24 mode-destination segments 
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Appendix B: Population Model validation 

This Appendix presents tables for each of the HB purposes that compare, for each purpose and segment 
combination, the Population Model predictions against the population distributions observed in the 
unweighted 2007–2012 NTS data used to form the prototypical sample. Differences greater than ±4 per 
cent, i.e. one person in 25, have been highlighted in red. 

Note that it is not possible to validate the NHB distributions in the same way because in the model 
application the input populations for NHB travel are the predicted numbers of HB tours. Therefore tables 
are not presented in this Appendix for the six NHB travel purposes. 

Commute and employer’s business 

Mode-destination segments 

a Segment definition Unweighted NTS data 
Observed 

2015 Population Model 
Predicted 

Predict. – 
Observed 

1 no cars in household 136 8.8% 81,765 9.9% 1.1% 
2 no licence, 1+ cars 187 12.1% 126,171 15.3% 3.2% 
3 licence, 1 car, free car use 210 13.6% 96,258 11.7% -1.9% 
4 licence, 1 car, car competition 214 13.9% 136,995 16.6% -2.8% 
5 licence, 2+ cars, free car use 659 42.7% 308,351 37.5% -5.3% 
6 licence, 2+ cars, car competition 136 8.8% 73,446 8.9% 0.1% 

Total 1542 100.0% 822,986 100.0% 0.0% 

b Segment definition 
Unweighted NTS data 

Observed 
2015 Population Model 

Predicted 
Predict. – 
Observed 

1 other worker male 727 47.4% 365,228 44.4% -3.0% 
2 other worker female 491 32.0% 243,409 29.6% -2.4% 
3 part-time worker male 60 3.9% 52,902 6.4% 2.5% 
4 part-time worker female 257 16.7% 161,447 19.6% 2.9% 

Total 1,535 100.0% 822,986 100.0% 0.0% 

c Segment definition 
Unweighted NTS data 

Observed 
2015 Population Model 

Predicted 
Predict. – 
Observed 

1 up to £25,000 378 24.6% 227,150 27.6% 3.0% 
2 £25,000 to £34,999 213 13.9% 106,155 12.9% -1.0% 
3 £35,000 to £50,000 346 22.5% 179,258 21.8% -0.8% 
4 £50,000 plus 598 39.0% 310,422 37.7% -1.2% 

Total 1,535 100.0% 822,986 100.0% 0.0% 
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Frequency segments 

f1 Segment definition 
Unweighted NTS data 

Observed 
2015 Population Model 

Predicted 
Predict. – 
Observed 

1 full-time worker 1,050 68.1% 544,670 65.8% -2.3% 
2 part-time worker 353 22.9% 215,764 26.1% 3.2% 
3 other workers 139 9.0% 67,904 8.2% -0.8% 

Total 1,542 100.0% 828,338 100.00% 0.0% 
              

f2 
Segment definition 

Unweighted NTS data 
Observed 

2015 Population Model 
Predicted 

Predict. – 
Observed 

1 Aged 60 and under 1,445 93.71% 746,311 90.1% 3.6% 
2 Aged 60 and above 97 6.29% 82,028 9.9% -3.6% 

Total 1,542 100.00% 828,338 100.0% 0.0% 

Primary education 

Mode-destination segments 

a Segment definition Unweighted NTS data 
Observed 

2015 Population Model 
Predicted 

Predict. – 
Observed 

1 no cars 184 20.7% 23,546 14.8% -5.8% 
2 1 car 416 46.7% 67,687 42.6% -4.0% 
3 2+ cars 291 32.7% 67,509 42.5% 9.9% 

Total 891 100.0% 158,742 100.00% 0.0% 

Secondary education 

Mode-destination segments 

a Segment definition 
Unweighted NTS data 

Observed 
2015 Population Model 

Predicted 
Predict. – 
Observed 

1 no cars 120 16.3% 20,880 11.8% -4.4% 
2 1 car 318 43.1% 68,003 38.5% -4.6% 
3 2+ cars 300 40.7% 87,731 49.7% 9.0% 

Total 738 100.0% 176,614 100.0% 0.0% 

Tertiary education 

Mode-destination segments 

a Segment definition Unweighted NTS data 
Observed 

2015 Population Model 
Predicted 

Predict. – 
Observed 

1 no cars in household 1,321 19.4% 203,854 15.1% -4.3% 

2 no licence, 1+ cars 1,155 17.0% 292,062 21.6% 4.7% 

3 licence, 1 car, free car use 903 13.3% 160,127 11.9% -1.4% 

4 licence, 1+ cars, car competition 1,496 22.0% 306,279 22.7% --0.7% 

5 licence, 2+ cars, free car use 1,935 28.4% 388,761 28.8% --0.4% 

Total 6,810 100.0% 1,351,083 100.0% 0.0% 
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Frequency segments 

a Segment definition Unweighted NTS data 
Observed 

2015 Population Model 
Predicted 

Predict. – 
Observed 

1 full-time student 139 5.2% 67,228 5.0% -0.2% 

2 other status groups 2,547 94.8% 1,283,855 95.0% 0.2% 

Total 2,686 100.0% 1,351,083 100.0% 0.0% 

Shopping 

Mode-destination segments 

a Segment definition Unweighted NTS data 
Observed 

2015 Population Model 
Predicted 

Predict. – 
Observed 

1 no cars in household 601 18.8% 243,932 14.8% -4.0% 

2 no lic., 1+ cars, free use, 2 pers HH 145 4.5% 148,311 9.0% 4.5% 

3 no lic., 1+ cars, 3+ pers. HH 636 19.9% 396,192 24.1% 4.1% 

4 lic., 1 car, free use 416 13.0% 166,156 10.1% -2.9% 

5 lic., 1+ cars, car comp, 2 pers. HH 234 7.3% 103,317 6.3% -1.1% 

6 lic., 1+ cars, car comp., 3+ pers. HH 333 10.4% 203,713 12.4% 1.9% 

7 lic., 2+ cars, free use, 2 pers. HH 324 10.2% 140,951 8.6% -1.6% 

8 lic., 2+ cars, free use, 3+ pers. HH 502 15.7% 243,026 14.8% -1.0% 

Total 3,191 100.0% 1,645,600 100.0% 0.0% 

 

b Segment definition 
Unweighted NTS data 

Observed 
2015 Population Model 

Predicted 
Predict. – 
Observed 

1 full-time student 178 5.6% 89,106 5.4% -0.2% 

2 retired 669 21.0% 290,195 17.6% -3.3% 

3 other groups 2,344 73.5% 1,266,298 77.0% 3.5% 

Total 3,191 100.0% 1,645,600 100.0% 0.0% 

 

c Segment definition Unweighted NTS data 
Observed 

2015 Population Model 
Predicted 

Predict. – 
Observed 

1 up to £34,999 1,803 56.5% 929,769 56.5% 0.0% 

2 £35,000 plus 1,388 43.5% 715,831 43.5% 0.0% 

Total 3,191 100.0% 1,645,600 100.0% 0.0% 

Frequency segments 

f1 Segment definition 
Unweighted NTS data 

Observed 
2015 Population Model 

Predicted 
Predict. – 
Observed 

1 at home, looking after family 147 4.6% 74,626 4.5% -0.1% 

2 retired 669 21.0% 290,195 17.6% -3.3% 

3 looking for a job 109 3.4% 57,156 3.5% 0.1% 

4 part-time worker 353 11.1% 217,133 13.2% 2.1% 

5 other 1,913 59.9% 1,006,490 61.2% 1.2% 

Total 3,191 100.0% 1,645,600 100.0% 0.0% 
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f2 Segment definition 
Unweighted NTS data 

Observed 
2015 Population Model 

Predicted 
Predict. – 
Observed 

1 aged 12 and under 311 9.7% 181,884 11.0% 1.2% 

2 aged between 13 and 60 2,100 65.8% 1,093,566 66.0% 0.2% 

3 aged over 60 780 24.4% 380,617 23.0% -1.5% 

Total 3,191 100.0% 1,656,067 100.0% 0.0% 

Serve passenger 

Mode-destination segments 

a Segment definition Unweighted NTS data 
Observed 

2015 Population Model 
Predicted 

Predict. – 
Observed 

1 no cars in household 1321 19.4% 204,519 15.1% 4.3% 
2 no licence, 1+ cars 1155 17.0% 292,933 21.6% -4.7% 
3 licence, 1 car, free car use 903 13.3% 160,501 11.8% 1.4% 
4 licence, 1 car, car competition 1073 15.8% 223,039 16.5% -0.7% 
5 licence, 2+ cars 2358 34.6% 473,624 35.0% -0.3% 

Total 6810 100.0% 1,354,616 100.0% 0.0% 
 

b Segment definition Unweighted NTS data 
Observed 

2015 Population Model 
Predicted 

Predict. – 
Observed 

1 no children / infants 1,869 69.6% 892,955 65.9% 3.7% 
2 children / infants 817 30.4% 461,662 34.1% -3.7% 

Total 2,686 100.0% 1,354,616 100.0% 0.0% 

Frequency segments 

f1 Segment definition Unweighted NTS data 
Observed 

2015 Population Model 
Predicted 

Predict. – 
Observed 

1 1-pers. households 390 14.5% 223,831 16.5% -2.0% 
2 2 or 3 pers. households 1,484 55.2% 698,250 51.5% 3.7% 
3 4+ pers. households 812 30.2% 432,535 31.9% -1.7% 

Total 2,686 100.0% 1,354,616 100.0% 0.0% 
 

f2 Segment definition 
Unweighted NTS data 

Observed 
2015 Population Model 

Predicted 
Predict. – 
Observed 

1 at home, looking after family 147 5.5% 74,625 5.5% 0.0% 
2 retired 669 24.9% 290,195 21.4% 3.5% 
3 looking for a job 105 3.9% 55,410 4.1% -0.2% 
4 part-time worker 348 13.0% 214,350 15.8% -2.9% 
5 other groups 1417 52.8% 720,036 53.2% -0.4% 

Total 2,686 100.0% 1,354,616 100.0% 0.0% 
 

f3 Segment definition Unweighted NTS data 
Observed 

2015 Population Model 
Predicted 

Predict. – 
Observed 

1 aged 31–50 898 33.4% 474,456 35.0% -1.6% 
2 all other age groups  1,788 66.6% 880,160 65.0% 1.6% 

Total 2,686 100.0% 1,354,616 100.0% 0.0% 
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f4 Segment definition 
Unweighted NTS data 

Observed 
2015 Population Model 

Predicted 
Predict. – 
Observed 

1 female 1,266 47.1% 639,252 47.2% -0.1% 
2 male 1,420 52.9% 715,364 52.8% 0.1% 

Total 2,686 100.0% 1,354,616 100.0% 0.0% 

Other travel 

Mode-destination segments 

a Segment definition 
Unweighted NTS data 

Observed 
2015 Population Model 

Predicted 
Predict. – 
Observed 

1 no cars in household 601 18.8% 243,931 14.8% -4.0% 
2 no lic., 1+ cars, free use, 2 pers. hhld 145 4.5% 148,312 9.0% 4.5% 
3 no lic., 1+ cars, 3+ pers. hhld 636 19.9% 396,193 24.1% 4.1% 
4 lic., 1 car, free car use 416 13.0% 166,157 10.1% -2.9% 
5 lic., 1+ cars, car compet., 2 pers. hhld 234 7.3% 103,317 6.3% -1.1% 
6 lic., 1+ cars, car compet., 3+ pers. hhld 333 10.4% 203,713 12.4% 1.9% 
7 lic., 2+ cars, free car use, 2 pers. hhld 324 10.2% 140,952 8.6% -1.6% 
8 lic., 2+ cars, free car use, 3+ pers. hhld 502 15.7% 243,026 14.8% -1.0% 

Total 3,191 100.0% 1,645,600 100.0% 0.0% 
 

b Segment definition Unweighted NTS data 
Observed 

2015 Population Model 
Predicted 

Predict. – 
Observed 

1 unemployed 109 3.4% 57,156 3.5% 0.1% 
2 retired 669 21.0% 290,196 17.6% -3.3% 
3 looking after family 147 4.6% 74,625 4.5% -0.1% 
4 other 2,266 71.0% 1,223,623 74.4% 3.3% 

Total 3,191 100.0% 1,645,600 100.0% 0.0% 
 

c Segment definition Unweighted NTS data 
Observed 

2015 Population Model 
Predicted 

Predict. – 
Observed 

1 up to £34,999 1,803 56.5% 929,768 56.5% 0.0% 
2 £35,000 to £49,999 540 16.9% 277,167 16.8% -0.1% 
3 £50,000 plus 848 26.6% 438,665 26.7% 0.1% 

Total 3,191 100.0% 1,645,600 100.0% 0.0% 

Frequency segments 

f1 Segment definition 
Unweighted NTS data 

Observed 
2015 Population Model 

Predicted 
Predict. – 
Observed 

1 at home, looking after family 147 4.6% 74,625 4.5% -0.1% 
2 retired 669 21.0% 290,196 17.6% -3.3% 
3 full-time worker 1,050 32.9% 542,302 33.0% 0.1% 
4 other 1,325 41.5% 738,477 44.9% 3.4% 

Total 3,191 100.0% 1,645,600 100.0% 0.0% 
 

f2 Segment definition Unweighted NTS data 
Observed 

2015 Population Model 
Predicted 

Predict. – 
Observed 

1 aged 12 and under 311 9.7% 180,643 11.0% 1.2% 
2 aged over 12 2,880 90.3% 1,464,957 89.0% -1.2% 

Total 3,191 100.0% 1,645,600 100.0% 0.0% 
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Appendix C: Final processing module 

Transpose and add up 

For the eight HB models, and for the three PD-based tour models, matrices of outward and return tour 
legs are output split by the four model time periods. Outward tour leg matrices, which represent travel 
from the home to the PD, are equivalent to trip matrices and so can be used directly. However, return 
tour leg matrices, which represent travel from the PD back to the home, need to be transposed before they 
can be treated as trip matrices. The matrices are transposed using ALOGIT code. 

The next step is to add up the matrices across purposes to reflect the segmentations used in the VISUM 
assignments. For PT modes, there is no purpose segmentation and so the matrices are summed across all 
purposes. For the two airport purposes, predicted coach demand is not added to the bus matrices because 
coach movements are not represented in the bus base matrices, and predicted taxi demand is not added to 
the highway matrices because taxi movements are not represented in the car base matrices. For cars, four 
purposes are distinguished in the highway assignments. Table 41 shows the mapping between the 16 
purposes in the PRISM demand model and the two highway assignment purposes. 

Table 41. Highway assignment purpose mapping 

Demand model purpose Highway assignment purpose 

commute other 

home–business business 

home–primary education other 

home–secondary education other 

home–tertiary education other 

home–shopping other 

home–serve passenger other 

home–other travel other 

work–work tours business 

work–other tours other 

other–other tours other 

work–work detours business 

work–other detours other 

other–other detours other 
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Pivoting 

The pivoting procedure makes best-estimate forecasts by predicting changes relative to a known base 
situation, defined by the base matrices. 

The pivoting is carried out at matrix cell level. For a specific origin, destination, mode, time of day and – 
for car drivers only – purpose, adjustments are made relative to the corresponding cell in a base matrix. 

The procedures set out below are based on RAND Europe experience with a number of pivot-point 
models (experience that is described in more detail in Daly et al. 2011). Some of these models have special 
procedures to adjust the calculation when the growth in a specific cell is considered to be ‘extreme’. 

The preferred approach to pivot-point forecasting is to apply the ratio of model outputs for base and 
forecast situations as a growth factor to the base matrix – in a given cell the predicted number of trips P is 
given by: 

f

b

S
P B

S
           (AC.1) 

where: 

B is the base matrix 

Sb is the base year synthetic trips 

Sf is the future year synthetic trips. 

However, two considerations mean that it is not possible to apply this calculation as simply as stated. 

Firstly, any combination of the three components on the right-hand side of this equation may be zero (or 
very small) making the calculation impossible or meaningless. Eight possible cases arise, i.e. combinations 
of zero values, and these are dealt with separately below. 

Secondly, particularly when there is a land-use change affecting the whole of a zone, the change may be 
quite extreme and strict application of the formula above can lead to a large increase in the number of 
trips. In these cases it is better to ‘pivot’ by applying an absolute growth, i.e. Sf – Sb, to the base matrix, 
rather than a factor as shown above. In the recommendations below, this absolute growth is applied to all 
cases when Sb is zero and to other cases when Sf / Sb exceeds a specified factor (including ‘infinity’ when 
Sb=0 and Sf  is non-zero). 

The eight possible cases and the recommended treatments are set out in Table 42. 
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Table 42. Eight pivoting cases 

Case Base B 
Synthetic 
base Sb 

Synthetic 
future Sf 

Predicted P 

1 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 >0 Sf 

3 0 >0 0 0 

4 0 >0 >0 

Normal growth, 
Sf < X1 

0 

Extreme growth  
Sf > X1 

Sf – X1 

5 >0 0 0 B 

6 >0 0 >0 B + Sf 

7 >0 >0 0 0 

8 >0 >0 >0 

Normal growth  
Sf < X2 

B x Sf /Sb 

Extreme growth  
Sf > X2 

B x X2 /Sb + Sf – X2 

where: 

1 2 5 bX X S           (AC.2) 

Output for assignment 

The final stage is to convert the pivoted matrices into a format suitable for reading into VISUM ready for 
assignment. This step is implemented using ALOGIT code, which outputs the matrices in the required 
*.fma format. 

A total of 20 matrices are output: 

 CAR_COM_**.fma: car commute trips 

 CAR_BUS_**.fma: car business trips 

 CAR_OTH_**.fma: car other trips 

 TRAIN_**.fma:  train trips 

 BUS_**.fma:  bus trips 

where: ** is the time period (AM, IP, PM or OP). 

 


